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Enel Foundation fundamentals
Operating model and priorities
Input

Analysis

Output

Knowledge
platform for
a clean
energy
future

Fundamental
trends with global
relevance (e.g.
Decentralization,
Digitalization,
Decarbonization)

1.

Frequent interactions with Enel top
management and colleagues to
identify challenges & opportunities
for research and education

Outcome

2.

Understanding trends implications in the
energy domain focusing on four major
enablers of a clean energy future.

3.

Supporting Enel Group’s ecosystem
providing scientific stimulus to the
international and local debate, enrich
academia research agenda (TRL4 and
below) and support strategy definition.

Aim of the project
Latin America shows favourable conditions for development of PV and wind plants:
• Excellent PV and wind resources
• Expected steady load growth
• Need for short time to operation
• VRES competitive costs
• Reduction of GHG emissions targets
Moreover, Latin America is moving towards a greater electrical interconnection
between countries

The project was launched to examine the optimal technical-economic penetration of
VRES generation (PV and wind) in some South American countries and clusters of
countries accounting for the possible cross border power exchanges

VRES represent
a perfect solution!
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Research questions
What is the optimal penetration of
VRES generation within a country
considering the technical constraints in
system operation while minimizing the
production costs?

To what extent reinforcing the
transmission grid can help enhance
VRES deployment generation within a
country and between interconnected
countries?
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Countries of interest
Cluster 1

Countries with significant plans to
deploy VRES capacity and relatively
weak cross-border interconnections

Cluster 2

Largest countries of the region and
relevance of Brazilian hydro

Cluster 3

Substantially completes coverage of
South America

“Continental” analysis with all considered countries together
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Reference Scenario & Variants
Target Year
2030

Based on best available public information, we defined:
q

Reference
Scenario

Variant 1
Scenario

a Reference Scenario 2030: the expected condition of power system
ü demand, planned generation, transmission network, primary energy costs
ü interconnections (existing and potential)

q two Variants, considering the impact of important parameters such as:
ü lower or higher demand (energy efficiency, electrical vehicles)

Variant 2
Scenario
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ü different development of thermal or hydro generation, storage and
transmission system

Optimal VRES penetration
+ sensitivities

Continental cluster – interconnected
VRES installed capacity in 2030
•

Optimal installed capacity: 50
GW of PV and 71 GW of wind
(25% of total demand coverage)
à +150% PV and +75% wind
wrt ref scenario

•

9 GW of storage are introduced
à smoother and + flexible
dispatching of VRES (less
forecasts errors in real time
operation and peak shifting
enabled).

•

USD 3.6 billion of benefits in
2030 and 85 Mt of CO2 avoided
per year wrt ref scenario.

Continental cluster – interconnected
Benefits of interconnections

Without interconnections:
• risk of curtailments would be 6% for PV and 4% for wind
• thermal generators are required to produce 4.5 TWh more and fuel costs would increase by 680 MUSD
• additional 2 Mt CO2 emissions each year

•

In the optimal base case scenario, the risk of VRES curtailments is limited to 3% of production

Continental cluster – interconnected
Sensitivity analysis – Enhanced VRES capacity
•

Optimal capacity: 11.7 GW of
additional PV plants and 1.8 GW of
wind (+3% of demand covered by
VRES wrt to base case optimal)

•

Increased risk of curtailments for
additional plants (20% of
production due to system or
network constraints), but it is still
convenient to install them due to
reduced costs

•

More than 12 Mt CO2 emissions
avoided (total of almost 100 Mt wrt
ref scenario)
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Continental cluster – interconnected
Summary of results

Optimal VRES capacity in different analysed scenario at 2030 (MW)

• In Chile and Peru (best solar irradiation), PV covers a share aligned to or higher than wind, while in the other
countries and in the whole system wind resource is more exploited.

Continental cluster – interconnected
Summary of results
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Continental cluster – interconnected
Summary of results
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A deepdive on resilience

•
•

Area with high risk of system components
unavailability due to extreme events
Selected regions: Coquimbo (IV) and Valparaiso
(V)

•

Extreme events in selected regions could limit
power flows from generation centres to load
centres affecting the Security of Supply (SoS)

•

The new interconnection close to the area of
interest could improve the SoS in Chile during
critical events

220 kV line
Andes - Cobos
(NTC 300 MW)
Coquimbo (IV)
Valparaiso (V)

Santiago

500 kV line
Polpaico – Gran Mendoza
(NTC 900 MW)

Saved load with interconnection
Maximum considered severity level

900

The new interconnection allows a reduction of
Expected Energy Not Supplied in 80% of the
time in which the extreme event occurs
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A deepdive on cross border sharing of resources
Reserve requirements

Scenario 4 Scenario 3

Scenario 1
Scenario 2

Mutual support between countries allows an optimized use of resources to meet reserve requirements of
each country. Lower reserve requirements imply a lower usage of “reserve generators”, which must be
switched on to provide upward reserve (energy reduced by 39-41% with active reserve sharing);
A high level of system security is preserved.
Energy produced by “reserve generators”
switched on for upward reserve need [TWh/year]

300 + 900 (700)
reserve

reserve

300 + 900

-39%

7.29

reserve
1
Scenario
1
Scenario 2

300 + 700
200
reserve
NTC to energy exchange (MW)
NTC dedicated to reserve sharing (MW)

-2%
4.43

4.27
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Scenario 4

Scenario 3
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-41% expensive energy
with active mutual support

Conclusions

VRES deployment
q Huge room for VRES development in South America due to a lower LCOE wrt traditional
generation (excellent resources, low cost, steady load increase)
q Technical-economic optimization à Saving on costs of the system (reduction of investments
in dispatchable capacity and fuel costs)
q VRES penetration depends on the support they can provide to the system, including
participation in the market for ancillary services. Joint development with storage is
beneficial for higher VRES penetration and perfectly fits with PV production, reducing
congestions and shifting energy towards evening hours.
q Assuming technological and regulatory developments and presence of storage, optimal
VRES capacity in the analysed countries is about: 50 GW of PV and 71 GW of wind (25%
16
of total demand coverage)

Conclusions

Interconnections
q Offer better management of the system through mutual support and reserve sharing
q Allow to install more VRES thanks to enhanced evacuation capacity from areas with best
resource and to reduce VRES and hydro curtailments:
q Improve security of supply and optimize capacity in the whole system, allowing to share
cheapest solutions across countries and avoiding need for new dispatchable plants
q Improve resilience of the system
q Regulations at national and international level is key to enable higher flexibility and
coordination in order to ensure that economic and technical benefits can be fully achieved
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To learn more visit:
https://www.enelfoundation.org/topic/a/2019/05/newseries-of-studies-on-potential-for-renewabledevelopment-and
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